Exposed Ceiling Joists. Connect all wiring for housing before GWB installation.

Step A: Adjustable Mounting Rails anchor housing to ceiling joists with screws. Housing can be adjusted vertically. See Details above.

Step B: After housing is secured, finish ceiling installation.

Step C/D: Flanged collar gets screwed into housing. This is required for proper installation of round trim.

Step E/F: Flanged collar should be installed after painting, wood, metal ceiling has been prepped.

Step G: Screw flanged collar into housing and then lock trim into collar.

**IMPORTANT**
Ball Plunger on round trim needs to click into grooves in receiver.

1016 & 1250 uses Ball Plunger locking system

1000 & 1001 uses J-hook. Align J hook with pin on housing, turn clockwise to lock

*Trim in view is 1250- Round Flange Trim

Final step is to make sure trim is locked using either ball plungers or J-hook.

Instruction Sheet for Round Flanged Install
1000, 1001, 1016, 1250

Specialty Lighting INDUSTRIES
ROUND FLANGED CEILING INSTALLATION

NOTE: SIZES ON HOUSING WILL VARY
SEE TECH SHEETS FOR DIMENSIONS

1. INSTALL HOUSING USING MOUNTING BARS (BY OTHERS) THROUGH BUTTERFLY BRACKETS ATTACHED TO HOUSING. ENSURE THAT FIXTURE HOUSING THROAT IS ABOVE TOP OF CEILING

2. THREAD COLLAR INTO THROAT UNTIL FLANGE IS FIRMLY AGAINST CEILING

3. IF INSTALLATION IS FOR PLASTER COLLAR, AFTER PLASTER FLANGE IS SEATED AGAINST CEILING, FINISH CEILING WITH WALLBOARD COMPOUND AND SAND

4. INSTALL TRIM

**PANEL TRIM INSTRUCTIONS CONSULT FACTORY**

Patent Pending.
These specifications subject to change without notice.
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